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The Secretary,
Shropshire Mining and Caving Club
I am delighted to be able to tell you that the Shropshire 
Mining and Caving Club has won the Association for 
Industrial Archaeology’s Voluntary Societies’ Publication 
Award for 2016 for your recent publication, “Aerial 
Ropeways of Shropshire”. The judges felt that it was a 
very comprehensive study of a system which once was 
widespread but has now largely disappeared.  They also 
felt it was extremely professionally produced, well-
illustrated  and is obviously the result of a great deal of 
research and field work. We had a bumper crop of entries 
this year too!

Best wishes

Professor Marilyn Palmer, MBE, PhD, FSA.
President, Association for Industrial Archaeology
The award was a cheque for £400 which was presented 
to Mike Shaw at the Annual Dinner of the Association 
in Telford in September. Mike gave a short presentation 
on the publication to the AIA during the afternoon of 
Saturday 10th September.

Congratulations to David and Mike on the success of the 
“Aerial Ropeways” Account, and special thanks to Club 
member Steve Dewhirst for nominating the publication 
for the award.

AIA Voluntary Society Publications Award - Winner

From the Shoe Box
Having moved house and looked in old boxes, I came 
across this picture (left). 

It shows some SCMC members at Coalport, during 
the first national mining history conference organised 
by the Club in association with the Ironbridge Gorge 
Museum. Left to right: Bob Taylor, Dave Adams, 
John Heathcote, Alan Taylor, George Trytsman, Bob 
Savage, Mike Moore, Rod Anderson, Ivor Brown, 
Carla Trytsman, Mike Clough, + ? (unfortunately I 
can’t remember the name of the person on the right).
Some of us look rather young!

John Heathcote
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News Round-Up 1
Ivor Brown

Bell Pits
Based on his many inspections of 
old workings found in opencast 
sites in Shropshire, Yorkshire and 
Staffordshire the writer expressed 
great doubts in the generally 
accepted succession of mine 
development - bell pit, pillar and 
stall, longwall; at the Llangollen 
NAMHO conference (‘Proceedings 
2006). This view has been reinforced 
by recent findings.

A little known article in the Journal 
of Cleveland and Teeside Local 
History No.6, 1969, by J.S.Owen 
“The Moor Coal in the Danby Area, 
Yorkshire” gives an interpretation of 
his views of an early mining method. 
This shows narrow ‘barrow gates’ 
leading off from multiple shafts with 
parallel headings leading off from 
these. In a recent opencast site near 
Wakefield this method seems to have 
been put into practice (see photo and 
plan, right). This was drawn to the 
attention of the archaeologists doing 
a ‘watching brief’ on the site and a 
similar picture is shown in the recent 
book “Archaeology of Mining and 
Quarrying in England”.

50 Years Ago
It has been 50 years since the closure 
of Madeley Wood Colliery. This 
event is being marked by the Friends 
of the IGMT, but a date has not yet 
been fixed. The actual closure took 
place on Thursday 27th July 1967, 
ventilation and pumping finally 
ceased on 22nd December 1967.

End of Deep Coal
With the closure of the last 
producing deep coal mine in the 
UK an Emergency Mobile winder 
has been given to the National 
Mining Museum, Caphouse Colliery, 
Wakefield and is now permanently 
stationed on the pits Emergency 
Winder pad. It is one of two trailers, 
the other carries a power generator. A 
tractor has also been donated.

The former NCB’s emergency large 
diameter hole boring rig (Minas), 
later cared for by Foraky Company is 
also stationed nearby, but in private 
hands. 

“Barrow Gate”

Coal left here
to prevent collapse

of shafts, but 
may be removed

last of all.

Future Shaft

Boards

Pillars

“Air Gates” may be stoppings, or barriers of shale, placed in
worked-out boards (or bords) to direct any flow of air to those

places still being worked.

PLAN from J.S.Owen “The Moor Coal in the Danby Area, Yorkshire”, 1969

Shaft

Old Workings, Sharlston Opencast Coal Site, Yorkshire, June 2008.
(I.J.Brown Collection)

Emergency Mobile NCB Winder (trailer only) at the National Coal Mining 
Museum, Caphouse, Wakefield, England, May 2016.

(I.J.Brown Collection)
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SCMC Trip Reports, May - July 2016
Steve Holding

May 2016
Wednesday 4th  - Snailbeach 
Roberts Level - Mike Davies, 
Steve Holding and Mike Worsfold 
undertook SRT training with Lara 
Sproson-Jones.

Friday 6th to Monday 9th  - 
Weekend in Forest of Dean involving 
David Adams (with Margaret – 
non-member), Mike Davies, Peter 
Eggleston, Steve Holding, Kelvin 
Lake, Alan & Vicky Robinson, Nick 
Southwick, Edwin Thorpe plus John 
& Pam Davies (Shropshire Mines 
Trust).

Saturday had most to the group 
involved with lowering the MineCam 
down shafts at Fairplay and 
Westbury Brook mines (along with 
local Gloucester and Royal Forest 
of Dean Caving Club members) 
while Mike, Steve, Alan, Vicky and 
Nick walked from Fairplay to the 
bunkhouse at Braceland Adventure 
Centre.

Sunday had the previous days 
MineCam group plus Nick and John 
Hine/Mole (Royal Forest of Dean 
Caving Club) lowering the MineCam 
down Stephens pit (near Clearwell) 
followed by a tour into Clearwell 
Show Mine while Mike, Steve, Alan 
and Vicky visited mines at Noxon 
Park.

Mike, Steve, Alan and Vicky stayed 
on for the Monday and had a short 
trip, with Mole, into Lambs Quay 
mine.

Friday 13th to Sunday 15th – 
SCMC caving weekend in South 
Wales. Mike Clough, Andy Harris, 
Steve Holding, Alan & Vicky 
Robinson and Stuart Walker stayed 
the weekend at South Wales Caving 
Club hut, at Penwyllt (see page 5).

The Saturday was a trip to Pant 
Mawr Pot – mixed ladders (Mike 
& Stuart) and SRT (others) on the 
entrance pitch. The Sunday trip was 
a short day going in Top Entrance, 
OFDII, as far as Maypole Inlet – 
considering that we forgot a survey, 
the minor getting lost was not bad!

Sunday 15th - Pitchcroft - David 
Adams, Edwin Thorpe, Mike 
Moore, Peter Eggleston, Kelvin 
Lake undertook a tidy up of the site 
before  the summer ‘recess’. In the 
afternoon a short visit was made to 
view a ‘hole’ that had opened up 
in Limekiln Woods, Lilleshall. The 
party then moved on to ‘Laneside’ in 
Lilleshall village where the Nauticam 
was put down the well behind the 
building and found to be 9½m deep.

Wednesday 18th – Lara Sproson-
Jones, Andy Harris, Steven Henshall, 
Steve Holding, Richard Silk and 

Andy Wood had a trip into Roberts 
Level, Snailbeach. Most of the 
group had a good look around the 
big chamber, including going up the 
ladder to the ‘Upper Balcony’ area.

Andy H spent time sorting out the 
barrier on the bridge (see separate 
note). Steve installed a rope from the 
platform above the bridge area for 
others to try out for SRT. The rope 
that was on the ladder was damaged 
in a couple of places – ideally there 
should be some bolting above the 
ladder and a new rope be installed.
(Note – Andy H has made 

Above: The MineCam 
rig on top of the Fairplay 
Shaft, Forest of Dean.

Left: Rigging the 
MineCam over Westbury 
Brook shaft - it took 
some time to lift the 
deep, heavy manhole 
cover, but revealed an 
amazing large oval shaft 
over 130m deep and in 
excellent condition.
Left: The cluttered shaft 
top of Stephens Pit 
(which should connect 
with Clearwell).

A small access hole in 
the iron shaft lid just 
gave enough room to 
squeeze the MineCam 
through it.

(Kelvin Lake - 
I.A.Recordings)
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improvements to the barrier on the 
Roberts Level bridge – the joints 
in the barrier can now be loosened 
using the spanner left hanging 
there – this allows the barrier to be 
moved to make SRT training more 
straightforward).

Tuesday 24th – Leigh Level 
visit made by Ian Cooper, Peter 
Eggleston. Andy Harris, Steve 
Holding, Neal Rushton, Nick 
Southwick and Andy Wood. The 
‘hole’ in the level roof was located 
on surface using Peter’s radio 
location ‘wand’ and found to be 
on the near-side verge of the road 
(marked with a plastic bottle!); 
photo’s of the arching were taken (by 
Ian) and the root damage to the walls 
examined.

Friday 27th to Sunday 5th June 
– Nenthead, see report on page 10.

June 2016
Friday 17th to Friday 24th – 
NAMHO Conference Ireland – see 
report in the next issue of Below.

Sunday 19th – MCRO Rescue 
Practice at Huglith.

Wednesday 29th - Steve Holding 
and Andy Wood visited Roberts 
Level, Snailbeach. A rope had 
previously been installed from the 
timber floor, above the bridge. This 
was checked out for ease of use – it 
gives an interesting SRT exercise 
with some difficulty for getting on 
or off at the top of the pitch – while 
not straightforward it presents no real 
difficulties and is a good ‘advanced’ 
training pitch. It is also a good 
location for training with rigging. 
The rope has now been removed.

July 2016
Wednesday 6th – Roberts Level, 
Baryte Stope - Steve Holding and 
Andy Wood undertook SRT training 
with Lara Sproson.

Wednesday 13th  - Knolls Mine 
– a large group, Ian Cooper, Mike 
Davies, Andy Harris, Steve Holding, 
Steven Henshall, Nick Southwick, 
Andy Wood and Adrian Champion 
(Shropshire Mines Trust) met up 

SCMC Trip Reports, May - July 2016
Continued ...

to visit Knolls Mine. After walking 
from the main car park, the group 
walked over the hill and followed the 
incline down – all entered the adit 
but there has been a large collapse 
where the level breaks into the stope. 
There could be potential for digging 
but this would be quite a big job.

Saturday 16th – a 
large group visited the 
‘Internal Fire’ museum 
(see page 13).

Wednesday 20th – 
Roberts Level, Baryte 
Stope - Steve Holding 
and Andy Wood 
undertook SRT training 
with Lara Sproson.

Wednesday 27th  
- Cothercott Mine – 
another large group, 
Julian Bromhead, Ian 
Cooper, Steve Holding, 
Kelvin Lake, Neal 
Rushton, Mike Shaw, 
Richard Silk, Nick 
Southwick and Andy 
Wood parked at the 
Cothercott Mill site and 
after looking around 
the site, followed the 
tramway over towards 
the shafts for Wilderley 
Mine and then the adits 
and shafts of Cothercott 
Mine.

The roof fall blocking the adit entrance to Knolls Mine.                   (Ian Cooper)

A number entered the easy climb 
down to water but it was not 
considered possible to wade in any 
further as the level turned out to 
be the top of a flooded stope. Ian 
Cooper descended the stope that is 
a bit higher up but this was judged 
to be too unstable for significant 
progress.

Andy Harris investigating the hole in the wall of the 
Leigh Level.             (Ian Cooper)

Peter Eggleston using his radio location equipment 
to find the ‘hole’ on the surface.         (Ian Cooper)
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It has to be some years since 
anybody in SCMC has organised a 
specific caving weekend (rather than 
a weekend exploring mines) so there 
are many thanks to Mike Clough 
for taking the initiative to organise a 
weekend in South Wales – this took 
place on 13th to 15th May 2016.
Space was booked at the South 
Wales Caving Club HQ, at Penwyllt, 
and a permit for visiting ODFII was 
requested.

Those participating in the weekend 
were Mike Clough, Andy Harris, 
Steve Holding, Alan & Vicky 
Robinson and Stuart Walker. On 
the Friday night, we all went to the 
Ancient Briton for drink and food 
and found both to be excellent. It 
then sounded as though we had 
picked a bad weekend with there 
being a stag-party group in for that 
night, however, we were invited 
to use the overflow sleeping area 
(above the showers) and this proved 
to be more spacious and there were 
no noise problems (including no 
significant snoring!).

Saturday
Saturday morning was bright and 
clear so all opted for a trip to Pant 
Mawr – this involves a 60 minute 
plus walk over the moors so best 
opted for on a fine day. Access 
to Pant Mawr is via a significant 
pothole – there are steep steps (best 
protected) to the head of a vertical 
15m pitch. Mike and Stuart opted to 
use ladders and were life-lined down 
first, followed by the rest using SRT. 
Some examined the short distance 
upstream while waiting for the rest 
to descend. SRT kit etc. was left 
at the foot of the pitch and then all 
proceeded downstream in the cave.

The first boulder choke took a bit of 
time identifying the route through 
but then matters were relatively 
straightforward – there were a couple 
of long steps down (awkward for 
those with short legs) but plenty of 
formations to view, more boulder 
chokes and eventually a classic, 
narrow, stream way to a sump. Again 
a bit of thought required to find the 

South Wales Caving Trip, 13th to 15th May 2016
Steve Holding

correct route exiting the boulder 
choke nearest the entrance and then 
back up to surface.

Most of us had not been to Pant 
Mawr before and found it a good 
trip – with six persons, the rigging 
and SRT/climbing to access and 
exit took best part of an hour at 
the start and end of the trip and the 
actual trip involved about 2.5 hours 
underground so with the hour walk 
each way, it was something like 6.5 
hours for the whole trip.

Saturday night, we tried the Ancient 
Briton again but found that there 
was a major function on and no food 
available – rather disappointed we 
opted for the Glynn Arms instead 
– the food was again good but the 
range of beer rather more limited. 
Later that evening, one of the SWCC 
members at Penwyllt was Bob Hall 
who, with Stuart, had been involved 
in the 1976 search for a body 
suspected of being dropped down 
Chapel Shaft at Snailbeach – it was 

interesting to hear first-hand accounts 
and something separate has been 
written for the Shropshire Mines 
Trust Newsletter (edition 77).

Sunday
For the Sunday, all wanted a 
relatively short day so we opted for 
a wander around the first parts of 
Top Entrance, OFDII. Part way up 
the hill, it was realised that we did 
not have a survey with us but we 
proceeded, trusting our combined 
memories from many years back 
– we had an enjoyable short trip as 
far as Maypole Inlet (to the main 
streamway) and out with only a small 
amount of time going the wrong way 
at various junctions. We had a trip 
of about 3.5 hours that suited us all 
well.

An enjoyable weekend for all 
involved (the good weather helped) 
and I think most of us would be keen 
for similar caving trips later in the 
year.

The large pothole entrance to Pant 
Mawr.      (Steve Holding)

Steve Holding on the entrance pitch 
to Pant Mawr.    (Vicky Robinson)

Alan Robinson inside Pant Mawr.            (Vicky Robinson)
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The Great Telford Opencast Site in the 1970s, part 3
Clares Lane & Old Park Opencast Sites, Ivor J Brown

These were the most extensive sites 
within the land reclamation scheme. 
The area consisted of early workings 
as well as several 20th Century 
mining operations, the last closing 
in 1964. In addition, parts of the 
area had been previously worked by 
opencasting to a shallow depth and 
several clay working areas remained 
in private ownership.

Two major Compulsory Purchase 
Orders were obtained by Public 
Inquiry in order to obtain all rights, 
land and minerals for the scheme.

One of the first tasks was to 
determine the exact nature and 
position of the major Lightmoor 
Fault to ensure that the New Town 
Centre was sited entirely on the 
deep side of the Fault. The area 
of the opencast/land reclamation 
scheme would then be wholly on the 
up-through side. This was done by 
studying old plans, prospect drilling 
and trenching. It was discovered that 
the Fault appeared to be made up of 
a series of almost parallel breaks.

The area to be worked was in two 
parts, “Clares Lane” to the west and 
“Old Park” to the east (see map 1, 
opposite), but the excavations would 
in practice overlap and Clares Lane 
would be completed first.

It was essential that restoration, 
including compaction to the 
necessary standards would be 
carried out as work proceeded. This 
allowed the new Dawley-Donnington 
Distribution Road (DDD-Rd) to be 
built in stages so Clares Lane could 
be closed in sections and replaced 
without stopping traffic. Other 
works, such as bridges and general 
development would follow.

The general organisation of the 
works was as described previously 
for Ketley and Lawley Sites, but 
in this case the whole contract was 
let to A.F.Budge Construction of 
Retford. At this time they only had 
experience of one other opencast 
site, but had extensive experience of 
compacting in areas for immediate 
development such as was required 
here.

Work began on Clares Lane Site in 
June 1975 and by October Budge had 
29 items of plant on site, including 
three Caterpiller 631 scrapers, three 
621 scrapers and a selection of 
dozers, graders, wheel loaders and 
three water bowsers.

An average of 80,000 cu.m. of 
material was being moved weekly, 
mainly to an overburden mound, 
known locally as “Little Wrekin” 
(see Contract Journal Oct. 23rd, 
1975). A few months later work 
began on the adjoining Old Park Site 
and the number of items of plant had 
doubled, most of this was less than 
12 months old.

During work on this site a major step 
in the evolution of excavation was 
taking place. In the early years of 

Ketley and Lawley sites most large 
bucket excavation took place using 
rope-excavators, now large-bucket 
hydraulic excavators where being 
developed to replace them. Budge 
were at the forefront of their use 
and the writer noted in early 1976 
the delivery of a Cat 245 excavator 
with 5 cu.m. bucket, this was to join 
Poclains machines already in use.

The Clares Lane Site
This site worked from 1974 to 
1977 and was the subject of the 
Compulsory Purchase Order. The 
whole area was affected by shallow 
mine workings and contained 
extensive spoil mounds and flooded 
areas. In addition there were 56 
recorded mine shafts, an area of 
former opencast site and about 15 

Fig. 1: Whitfield Clay Factors testing a clay seam in Clares Lane Opencast, 
Telford, Shropshire, 1976.       (I.J.Brown Collection)

Fig. 2: Coaling in higher seams, baring a lower seam using shovel and truck 
combination in Clares Lane Opencast, 1976.   (I.J.Brown Collection)
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Lawley Site
(completed 1975)

M54 Wellington Bypass
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The Great Telford Opencast Site in the 1970s, part 3
Clares Lane & Old Park Opencast Sites, continued ...

structures. About 1km of public 
highway also had to be diverted onto 
a newly constructed highway as 
work proceeded.

Twelve seams of coal and three of 
fireclay were to be worked on the 
site to a maximum depth of 36m. 
As at the Lawley site virtually the 
complete sequence was worked and 
as the seams went deeper into the 
hillside the excavation was ‘stepped’ 
each time the maximum depth 
was reached. This was at the point 
where the 6m thick Big Flint Rock 
outcropped.

The stepping up operation was from 
a position with maximum depth of 
fill onto the solid rock where backfill 
would be at a minimum.

The site produced about 400,000 
tons of coal and 80,000 tons 
of fireclay, some of which was 
worked for a private company who 
retained ownership throughout. For 
operational purposes the site was 
split into two parts, East and West of 
the public highway, known as Clares 
Lane.

On Clares Lane East some 3.8 
million cu.m. of overburden had 
to be removed (at an overburden 
to solid coal ratio of 22:1) and of 
this 3.6 million cu.m. had to be 
consolidated to Department of he 
Environment specifications.

Immediately a section of backfilling 
was completed a section of the 
DDD-Rd was constructed with short 
connections made with the existing 
road. As the cut in Clares Lane East 

advanced from North to South, the 
Clares Lane West site, including the 
existing road, was excavated, all 
traffic being diverted through the 
short connecting link road to the new 
road.

Clares Lane West was partly on and 
contiguous with an earlier opencast 
site which had been backfilled in an 
uncontrolled manner about 10 years 
previously. It was decided that as 
this site had to stand in order to settle 
for some time yet to ensure stability, 
then the whole area should remain 
undeveloped for about 7 years. 
Only controlled layer placing was 
consequently necessary. Clares Lane 
West involved the excavation of 
about 1.5 million cu.m. overburden 
at an overburden to coal ratio of 
35:1.

Map 1
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Besides the main DDD-Rd several 
shorter sections of road had to be 
constructed on this site including part 
of the West Town Centre Link Road 
and two major junctions, one having 
5 connecting roads. The remainder 
of the sites were planned for Local 
Authority and private housing 
estates, schools and community 
facilities.

Several major problems occurred 
during the operation of this site 
including a considerable number 
of large rotational slips in badly 
fractured measures along the 
sidewalls as the cut advanced and 
considerable volumes of ‘unsuitable’ 
material, soft silts, wet clays and 
peaty deposits were found in the 
marshy areas. The great volume 
of overburden which had to be 
stockpiled then backfilled and 
compacted also raised difficulties of 
control.

The precaution was also taken of 
designing a back-chamfer and a 
series of small steps in the Big Flint 
Rock of the highwall at the point 
where the opencasting “stepped up” 
onto the higher measures.

The Old Park Site
This site was contiguous to Clares 
Lane and extended towards the New 
Town Centre. Working took place 
between 1974 and 1978. The site 
surrounded the village of Hill Top 
on three sides and was entirely on 
land affected by spoil mounds and 
shallow mine workings.

The site contained over 100 
dwellings as isolated buildings or 
‘rows’ in a scattered community 
known as ‘Old Park’ together with 
other properties. Although the 
vast majority were acquired by 
agreement, a Compulsory Purchase 
Order was necessary in order to 
obtain the Title of the remainder.

Two specially built estates of 
bungalows were constructed by the 
Corporation to house many of the 
older residents, all having modern 
conveniences and amenities that 

The Great Telford Opencast Site in the 1970s, part 3
Clares Lane & Old Park Opencast Sites, continued ...

Fig. 3: Compaction of overburden using vibro-roller and compactor at Old 
Park Opencast in 1974. The overburden is being spread by scrapers then 
compacted by vibro-roller (bottom) and compactor with feet and blade (to left 
of bowser spreading water to maintain moisture levels).    (I.J.Brown Collection)

Fig. 4: Telford Development Corporation carrying out compaction tests in 
Clares Lane Opencast, Telford, Shropshire, 1975.   (I.J.Brown Collection)

Fig. 5: Hill Top Village surrounded by restored and active workings of Old 
Park Opencast, in 1976. Part of the ‘Little Wrekin’ mound top right and Ketley 
Grange site to the left.      (I.J.Brown Collection)
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most of the properties in Old Park 
had lacked. The site also involved the 
closure of 0.8 km of public highway 
but fortunately this could be done 
without too much disturbance by 
upgrading another road and diverting 
some traffic through the New Town 
development areas.

The site was of 72 ha, included 76 
recorded shafts and had to be worked 
in two parts, North and South of a 
road connecting Hill Top Village 
to the Town Centre. In total 7.5 
million cu.m. of overburden at an 
overburden to solid coal ratio of 28:1 
had to be excavated to a maximum 
depth of 44m. This produced about 
400,000 tons of coal. There was no 
fireclay present, as only the upper 
Productive Measures were worked. 
Some furnace ash and red-shale was 
recovered from the mine spoil heaps 
and Old Park Furnace slag heaps.

The complete site area was 
consolidated to D. of E. 
Specifications since it was required 
for early development, not only 
to complete the road network 
(West Town Centre Link Road 
and connecting roads) but also for 
residential accommodation for up to 
7,000 persons, two first schools, a 
middle school and a top tier school. 
This development was planned to 
take place over the next five years. 
Special provision was necessary 
along the eastern boundary of the 
site, which coincided with the 
Lightmoor Fault, as a highway was 
to be constructed at the position of 
the opencast sidewall. Barren rock 

was cut back from the downthrow 
side of the Fault so that the whole 
width of carriageway would be 
sited on backfill of fairly similar 
consistency.

One special problem of both parts of 
this site was their confined nature so 
that overburden stockpiles had to be 
constructed along the boundary to 
a considerable height. This resulted 
in a major slip in April 1976, which 
caused the public highway nearby 
to be raised by up to 3m and to be 
moved several metres laterally. 
The road had to be closed and 
considerable damage was caused 
to another connecting road at a T 

The Great Telford Opencast Site in the 1970s, part 3
Clares Lane & Old Park Opencast Sites, continued ...

Figs. 7 & 8: Overburden slip at T-junction by Old Park Opencast, Telford, Shropshire in April/March1976 which 
caused the closure of the road.                  (I.J.Brown Collection)

Figs. 6: Compaction 
of overburden using 
vibro-rollers at Old Park 
Opencast in 1974.

Loading coal from 
bottom of pit and hauling 
up backfill.

The archaeology 
recorded during the 
works will be covered in 
the next issue of ‘Below’

(I.J.Brown Collection)

junction and also to street furniture, 
public services and an 11,000 volt 
overhead power line1.

Another problem was that the 
northern boundary of the site was 
formed by the M54 motorway which 
was in a cutting. The top half of the 
batters had to be removed as part 
of the opencast operation and this 
led to some run-off of slurry and 
interference with motorway drainage.

References
1. ‘Below’ 2008.2, “Tip Slide near 

Oakengates, April 1976” by 
I.J.Brown.
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An additional week at Nenthead 
was organised for 2016 – this 
being between an early Easter and 
the ‘Eurospeleo Caving Camp’, 
to be held in August, however, 
this week was poorly attended. 
SCMC members present were 
Steve Holding, Paul Thorn and Roy 
Fellows staying at High Plains, with 
Joe North joining on a couple of 
days.

Significant trips involving SCMC 
members during the week included:

Monday 31st May - Steve 
Holding, Joe North and Paul Thorn 
with Nick Green (Durham Cave & 
Mine Soc.) visited Scraithhole and 
Barney Craig, in Allendale, followed 
by a long walk over to Wellhope 
Head.

Scraithhole was worked for 
witherite in the 1970s and is fairly 
straightforward. Barney Craig was 
entered mainly to check gases at 
the entrance – we had three meters 
between us and lots of noise as the 
alarms went off. Turned back at 
14.5% oxygen and 3.1% carbon 
dioxide but part way in, the carbon 
dioxide level exceeded the oxygen 
deficiency!

Nenthead, May - June 2016
Steve Holding

Tuesday 1st June - Steve and 
Paul with Nick Green and Robert 
Hall (Wealdon Cave & Mine Soc.) 
visited Harehope Gill Mine, in 
Weardale. This mine is distinguished 
by having a large underground water 
wheel and the remains of a horse-gin 
but access is through deep water, 
initially with restricted air space. 
Probably all accessible parts of the 
mine were visited – it is possible 
to access a number of directions on 
different levels.

Thursday 3rd June - Steve, Paul 
and Joe with Robert Hall visited 
Brownley Hill Mine, including parts 
of the mine rarely visited.

Friday 4th June – Steve with 
Robert Hall visited areas close to 
High Plains and Garrigill. A level 
was found at High Hundybridge but 
this was well gated and obviously 
used as a water supply. 

Low Hundybridge level was entered 
and found to go for a significant 
distance – there were locations with 
some stoping above.

Steve later visited Whitesyke level 
to check on digging progress – lots 
of materials have been moved to a 
tidied up dig but no recent progress.

Harehope Gill 
Mine Horse Gin.

(Steve Holding)

Below: Entrance to Low Hundybridge 
Level.      (Steve Holding)
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In the  September 2016 NAHMO 
newsletter (page 8), there is an item 
taken from the BBC website about 
how divers from the Rhosneigr 
Sub-Aqua Club, Anglesey, have 
recovered a wagon from Llyn 
Padarn, by the Dinorwic Quarry at 
Llanberis (www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
wales-north-west-wales-36992449). 
This has been given to the Llanberis 
Lake Railway. The story reported 
that the wagon was over 110 
years old and had been used to 
transport slate from the quarry to 
Port Dinorwic. The basis for this 
suggestion seems to be that the 
wagon is not like the preserved slate 
wagons and so must be from around 
1900 or earlier.

Shortly after reading the story, 
I visited Llanberis and spotted 
the remains of the wagon by the 
coaling stage at Gilfach Ddu, 
the chief station of the Llanberis 
Lake Railway. I was able to take 
photographs of the wagon (Figs 1 
and 2) and together with pictures 
and the account on the BBC website 
(Fig 3), I have come to my own 
conclusions about the wagon.

The wagon is a simple wooden 
chassis, made of two longitudinal 
timber sills. They are currently 
joined by two thin wooden slats, 
which act as cross members, and an 
iron stay. There was clearly a third 
slat as the housing for this exists 
on the best preserved sill. There 
may also have been a second stay, 
but its position is obscured by iron 
concretion on the side of the sill.

There is a washer mark on the inside 
of one of sills surrounding the stay 
(Fig 2); thus it seems that the ends 
of the stay were threaded and held in 
place by nuts and washers placed on 
both sides of the sills. The wooden 
slats seem to be loosely fitted into 
mortices (Fig 3). The ends of the 
sills appear generally well preserved 
with one exception where wood is 
missing; the corners of the timbers 
are slightly rounded. At one end only 
it seems that each sill terminated in 
an iron C-shaped hoop, secured to 
the timber by a bolt. Only one of 
these remains and it is currently free 
to rotate on the bolt. Adjacent to this 
bolt is a hole for a second bolt (Fig 
2). I am not sure what this held.

Attached to the bottom of the 
sills are the pedestals to carry the 
axles. One wheel and an axle were 
recovered from under the water. The 
wheel is now propped up against 
the chassis (Fig 1); the axle is 
presumably stored elsewhere. The 
wheel is double flanged. The axle can 
be seen in photographs taken by the 
sub-aqua club (Fig 3). It is clear that 
the wheels rotated freely on it and 
were held in place by two substantial 
flanges at either end of the axle. The 
wheels were inside the frames, so the 
sills and pedestals stopped them from 
falling off the axles.

The report on the BBC website says 
the wagon is about 3’ by 4’. The 
standard Dinorwic double flanged 
wheel was 11” in diameter, which 
seems consistent with the example 
from this wagon. The axle also seems 
consistent with the nominal 1’10¾” 
gauge used in the quarry. The truck 
was apparently about 20m deep 
resting on slate blocks, just below the 
hospital on the shore. My guess is 
that it was at the foot of a tip created 
in the early 20th century, accessed 
by a bridge over the lakeside railway 
from the hospital. 

Whatever else this wagon was for, 
I am sure it was never used to carry 
slate. Slate from the quarry was 
initially moved to Port Dinorwic 
along a 24½” gauge horse-drawn 
tramway. From 1841 this was 
replaced by a 4’ gauge railway 
worked by steam locomotives. 
Within the quarry, something 
resembling a 2’ gauge railway 
system continued to be used and the 
slate wagons that operated on this 
were loaded onto transporter wagons 
which ran on the 4’ line to the port. 
Crucially these had 4 stub axles, one 
for each wheel, not two axles for a 
pair of wheels. This was because the 

A Quarry Wagon from Llyn Padarn, Llanberis
David Poyner

Fig. 1: Wagon at Gilfach Ddu, end-on view.
Fig. 2: Side view of the wagon.         (David Poyner, 14th September 2014)

Fig. 3: Wagon immediately after recovery; note 
the axle resting on the sills on the right.

(welshicons.org/scuba-divers-raise-110-year-
old-rail-wagon-from-llyn-padarn/)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-north-west-wales-36992449
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-north-west-wales-36992449
http://welshicons.org/scuba-divers-raise-110-year-old-rail-wagon-from-llyn-padarn/
http://welshicons.org/scuba-divers-raise-110-year-old-rail-wagon-from-llyn-padarn/
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frames of transporter wagons were 
set very low down and the wheels 
of the transporters protruded above 
them, into the body of the wagons. 
Continuous axles on the slate wagons 
would have fouled the wheels of the 
transporters, hence the need for stub 
axles.

The wagon from Llyn Padarn 
could never have been carried on 
a transporter. It also seems very 
unlikely that this is one of the 
wagons which worked on the horse 
tramway. Leaving aside the condition 
of the wagon (which would be 
remarkably good for a vehicle made 
no later than 1840), there appears to 
be no means of coupling it to others 
to form a train, or to attach it to a 
chain to go up and down the gravity 
inclines on the railway. The C-rings 
may be handles, allowing the wagon 
to be pushed by hand.  There is also 
no good evidence that it never had 
a body to carry slates and it was not 
buried by rock waste (perhaps resting 
on a post-1900 tip), suggesting it 
ended up in the lake in the 20th 
century, not the 19th.

It seems most likely that the wagon 
was used within the quarry system. 
The slats that form the deck are far 
too thin for this to ever have been a 
slab wagon, used to move substantial 
blocks of slate.

The rolling stock at Dinorwic from 
the end of the Second World War was 
observed by the railway historian 
James Boyd and recorded in volume 
3 of his “Narrow Gauge Railways 
of North Caernarvonshire”. The 
nearest example that he describes 
is illustrated in plate LXXXV (Fig 
4) and is a flat trolley, used by 
maintenance men to move supplies 
and track around the quarry (page 
121). This has two C-rings at one 
end and lacks any draw gear, being 
moved by hand. However the wheels 
are outside of the sills, it has a plank 
decking and is probably longer than 
the wagon recovered from the lake.

Plate XC (Fig 5), taken by Boyd in 
July 1949 at the adjacent Marchlyn 
Quarry  (north east of Dinorwic but 

worked by the same company) to 
show details of the track, appears 
to also feature a much closer match 
to the wagon. This has two C-rings, 
inside wheels and three thin slats but 
no other decking. It appears to carry 
a drum. Boyd describes drum and 
tank wagons (pp. 121-2), but says 
these were converted slate wagons.

None-the-less, the resemblance 
between the vehicle photographed 
by Boyd in 1949 and that recovered 
from the lake is striking and so my 

Fig. 4: Flat trolley at Dinorwic, 
plate LXXXV.

Fig. 5: Flat trolley with drum, 
Marchlyn Quarry, July 1949, 
detail from plate XC.

Both images from: JIC Boyd, 
‘Narrow Gauge Railways of North 

Caernarvonshire’, volume 3.

guess is that it is a supplies trolley 
perhaps adapted for oil drums or 
objects such as rails. It would be 
easy to put planks on the chassis 
to provide a deck to carry smaller 
objects as necessary.

A video of the recovery is at:

uds.ak.o.brightcove.com/422139600
1/4221396001_5072567132001_507
2532765001.mp4?pubId=422139600
1&videoId=5072532765001

Westbury Brickworks Skip Wagon
While on the topic of wagons, here are two photos of a skip wagon from 
Westbury brickworks. The skip does not quite fit the body. The wheels are 
inside the frame and at least one axle cover has “5” cast into it.

Mike Shaw

Above: Side view of the wagon.

Right: End view of the wagon.

The wagon is currently in the yard of 
T.O.Tomlins.

(Pictures: Mike Shaw)

A Quarry Wagon from Llyn Padarn, Llanberis
Continued ...

http://uds.ak.o.brightcove.com/4221396001/4221396001_5072567132001_5072532765001.mp4?pubId=4221396001&videoId=5072532765001
http://uds.ak.o.brightcove.com/4221396001/4221396001_5072567132001_5072532765001.mp4?pubId=4221396001&videoId=5072532765001
http://uds.ak.o.brightcove.com/4221396001/4221396001_5072567132001_5072532765001.mp4?pubId=4221396001&videoId=5072532765001
http://uds.ak.o.brightcove.com/4221396001/4221396001_5072567132001_5072532765001.mp4?pubId=4221396001&videoId=5072532765001
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Eleven members were met by Hazel 
Evans; the curator Paul Evans was 
off ill with a broken thigh -although 
he appeared later! The club was very 
generously given four A0-prints of 
drawings of small scale gas plants 
from the Internal Fire archives which 
were looked at in the café with 
varying degrees of confusion, though 
some things were clear, several 
octagons for instance, and later it 
was realised that one drawing was of 
a Crossley gas plant, very similar to 
their exhibit.

There is a superb display of engines. 
With Paul’s incapacity only a few 
of the smaller ones were running, 
these were inspected and much 
appreciated. Several of the party 
spent an inordinate amount of time 
looking at, measuring, discussing 
and looking under and over the sad 
remnants of a Crossley gas producer 
system of 1915 formerly at Coales 
Mill, Newport Pagnell.

Suction gas provided power for 
four stroke (usually stationary) 
engines, the suction stroke of the 
engine drawing a mixture of steam 
and water through incandescent 
carbonaceous fuel in a generator. 
The gas was then in many cases 
passed through a vapouriser where 
the heat produced the steam though 
some systems used a small boiler 
for this purpose. The rapidly cooling 
gas then passed upwards through a 
coke scrubber. In some systems the 
gas also passed through a drying 
chamber and/or an expansion box 
depending on the design of the 
system.

The ideal fuel for gas production 
was anthracite and the above 
description relates to such a fuel. 
Any carbonaceous fuel could be used 
with alterations to the size of the 
fuel inlet hopper for the generator, 
the presence of additional scrubbers 
often using wood or sawdust and 
provisions for dealing if necessary 
with higher water content of the fuel. 
Appropriate colliery waste, sawmill 
waste, coconut husks and seaweed 
have all been used with success.

The generator has a rotating airlock 

hopper on top and stands on three 
cast legs. Initially it was not clear 
where the fire was, though it is 
obvious that several of the lower 
parts are either badly corroded or 
missing.

A photograph from Modern Power 
Engineering [published c1920, Fig.2] 
shows the missing parts, though 
quite how the fire is placed is not 
immediately obvious. The section 
through the plant in that book seems 
to show a fire suspended across the 
lowest tray.

Much pipework is missing, but 
that around the outside of the base 
must have supplied steam from 
the vapouriser to the generator 
presumably via four pipes, one 
of which is visible in fig 5. This 
pipework is not shown on the 
drawing of the Crossley gas plant 
reproduced as fig 1.  The generator 
is approximately 1m in diameter, 
0.375m off the floor, the main barrel 
1.25m tall, the upper portion 0.4m 
tall and 0.55m diameter.

Suction gas - Club Visit to Internal Fire Museum near Cardigan,
 16th July 2016 Mike Shaw

Fig. 1: Plan and elevation of a Crossley gas producer plant similar to that 
inspected at the museum. The principal differences being that generator is 
about 0.7m as against 1m diameter and the layout of pipework is different, 
however the relationships between the components and some now missing 
significant pipes are clear.      (Internal Fire Archives)
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From the generator the very hot gas 
passed to the vapouriser which has 
been cut down by removing a badly 
corroded 0.225m section, though 
as the foot would have been this 
depth into the base the relationship 
between the this and the generator 
remains convincing.

The gas passed round an annular 
chamber with water for vapourisation 
inside. This annular chamber is 
just visible on fig 5 as is the lining 
of the water chamber which looks 
to consist of several layers of very 
fine, presumably refractory material. 
The device is approximately 0.5m 
diameter, the base would have been 
0.45m from floor level, the main 
barrel c1.3m tall before surgery and 
the top stage 0.16m.

The cleaning and final cooling of the 
gas took place in the coke scrubber. 
The gas entered at the base and 
passed up through layers of coke 
against a fine spray of water to exit 
to the engine via the now missing 
pipe from the top centre.

The scrubber both removed dust and 
tarry deposits as well as reducing the 
gas to the necessary temperature for 
use in the engine. It also has been cut 
down to remove a corroded portion, 
the welded seams presumably 

dating from that operation. The only 
remaining visible feature inside 
was a grate-like item to hold a 
layer of coke. The external airtight 
hatches visible on the outside are 
for the regular removal of the most 
contaminated coke, the upper one 
for replacing coke as necessary, 
there would have been some 
access higher up for cleaning the 
water supply components without 
removing the top of the scrubber. It 
is approximately 0.8m diameter and, 
as altered, about 3.45m tall. 

A second much smaller late 1930s 
producer by Enness Gas Producers 
Ltd is displayed inside, this type was 
developed for use on vehicles in an 
attempt to reduce petrol and diesel  
consumption during the war.

Had Paul been able to join us we 
would no doubt have received much 
additional information on the process 
involved.

I would like to thank Paul and 
Hazel for their welcome and for the 
drawings and Kelvin for taking his 
minibus.

Suction gas - Club Visit to Internal Fire Museum near Cardigan,
 16th July 2016, continued ...

Fig. 3: A general view of the Coales 
Mill gas plant, right to left generator, 
vapouriser and scrubber.

Fig. 4: The underside of the 
generator showing the degree of loss 
and corrosion.

Pictures: Mike Shaw

Fig. 2a: Open hearth suction gas producer plant by 
Crossley Bros. Ltd.  

Fig. 2b: Diagrammatic section through Crossley open 
hearth suction gas producer.

(illustrations from ‘Modern Power Engineeering, Volume 2’, Caxton Publishing, 1924) Fig. 2c: Open hearth for Generator of 
Crossley gas producer.
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Fig. 5, right: Interior of 
the vapouriser showing 
the inner lining and the 
annular sleeve.

Fig. 8, left: Exterior 
of the scrubber.

Fig. 9, below: The 
vapouriser.

Fig. 10, below: The generator with 
the coal hopper prominent on top.

Suction gas - Club Visit to Internal Fire Museum near Cardigan,
 16th July 2016, continued ...

Fig. 6, right: Interior of 
the scrubber.

Fig. 7, left: The Enness 
gas producer.
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Coal Prospecting in Kalimantan (Borneo) in 1991
Ivor Brown

After the unexpected trip to Sumatra 
was completed (see “Below” 2016.2) 
the writer needed a quiet period - at 
least to build up more annual leave 
time, if for no other reason.

In 1991 however, another request 
was received from the same 
company for him to have a look 
at another concession, this time in 
Kalimantan (formerly Borneo).

The area in question was a tiny 
island (Sebuku) next to a larger 
island (Laut) just off the south-
eastern most point of the main 
island of Kalimantan, Indonesia 
(see map, right). The highest point 
of the island was approximately 
about 125m aod, but the area of 
interest was very remote and mainly 
between 5 and 25m aod, and very 
marshy. The belief was that the area 
was “all coal” below a thin layer 
of overburden and that it could all 
be “dredged”, loaded onto barges 
and then transferred to ships from a 
collecting point on the larger island. 
The smaller island (Island Sebuku) 
is about 20 miles long and 6 miles 
wide.

The first request was for a desk study 
to be made of whether the method 
of dredging coal had been used in 
Europe and what had been written 
about it. Secondly was it practiced 
anywhere at present. All the 
“dredger” companies were contacted 
but only one could help. There was 
apparently such a site in the Danube 
valley in Yugoslavia. But at that time 
Yugoslavia was involved in civil war 
and the site could not be visited. 

One question was frequently being 
asked “What about the effect of ‘salt’ 
on the coal produced?”. Fortunately 
this was not part of the writers brief.

The journey, Wakefield to Jakarta 
(Java) took nearly two days, then two 
days were spent obtaining a permit 
to enter “remote areas”, as well as 
checking business permits, visas, and 
passports. Then checking consultants 
reports and maps, collecting stores, 
and confirming onward travel 
arrangements. 
From Jakarta to Banjarmasin 

(Kalimantan) with an overnight stay 
to arrange a charter flight to Island 
Laut, more taxis to catch the right 
tide for a speed boat trip of 70 miles 
to the small island of Sebuku took 
two more days.

Rough seas, however delayed arrival, 
the tide was going out and the boat 
hit a mudbank! There the party sat 
for 6 hours until the tide turned. Up 
a creek at last and a forest area was 
reached.

Understandably, the “motorcycle 
Sherpas” who were to meet the party 
had left, so the next two miles on 
jungle path was done on foot. (All 
young “natives” were provided with 
motorcycles to encourage them to 
stay on the island - there were no 
tarmac roads then.)

Overnight accommodation was 
in the hut of the son-in-law of the 
village chief, mosquito-net hung 
over a mattress on the floor, and food 
was served on portions of a banana-
leaf, eaten with fingers only. Next 
day, early morning departure to the 
concession area was on the pillion of 
four motorbikes, behind local youths. 
No cars, no roads, no telephone. It 
was not re-assuring riding pillion 
over jungle-paths, tree-trunk-bridges 
etc. knowing that medical assistance 
was four hours journey away - or ten 
if the tide is out!

When reached, after six days travel 
(in the twentieth century!), the 
concession area was found to be 
experiencing a forest fire, and the 
shallow coal outcrops were still 
burning!

Fig. 2: Tide out and stuck on the sand bank in the approaches to Sebuku 
Island, Kalimantan (Borneo) in 1991.               (I.J.Brown Collection)
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Coal Prospecting in Kalimantan (Borneo) in 1991
Continued ...

The first part of the geological 
study was found to be incomplete. 
The consultants had only augered 
down to the top of the seam, and 
had failed to determine its thickness. 
Coal was found, but there was no 
way of completing either geological 
interpretation, or calculation of 
quantity.

The second part had been done well, 
and the result was optimistic. Trial 
pits had been dug, but difficulties 
in drilling in such remote areas and 
other restrictions had prevented them 
going deeper. Coal was proved in 
large quantity, but not bottomed. The 
whole area was on fire at this time 
and the coal was actually burning in 
some of the trial pits, but it was still 
possible to descend to check, but 
only just!

The industrial revolution arrived in 
this part of Borneo in 1940, when 
the Japanese drove-off or otherwise 
removed the natives, and these did 
not return until 1946. Prospecting 
for coal and iron ore followed, and 
the shallow, unlined shafts are fairly 
common. The remains of some steam 
boilers and some diesel engines can 
also be found in the forest.

Timber logging followed this, and 
a spine haul-road was put down the 
length of the island, with branches, 
to take the logs to a rock jetty, now 
in ruins.

Returning to the mainland the 
opportunity was taken to visit other 
appropriate sites, a boat yard for 
repairing dredges and barges, a large 

Fig. 3: Taxis waiting in the main street of Bagu village 
outside the accommodation (on stilts), Sebuku Island, 
Kalimantan.                 (I.J.Brown Collection)

Fig. 4: IJB ‘in’ his taxi on a forest road, Sebuku Island, 
Kalimantan.                   (I.J.Brown Collection)

coal terminal, a 50 mile long coal 
haul-road through the forest, and an 
opencast site with a 200ft thick coal 
seam.

Note: After further prospecting and 
assessment a conventional opencast 
site was opened in 1997 at Sebuku. 
Substantial piling has been done 
around the site due to its low-lying 
nature. It is now producing over 3 
million tons of coal per year.

For more information on Sebuku 
mine today visit:

Sakari Resources Ltd: 
http://bit.ly/2asRaam

and mining.technology.com:

http://bit.ly/2arOuXo

Fig. 5: Trial coal pit 
in the Bagu area - 
the pits had to be 
descended!
  
(I.J.Brown Collection)

Fig. 6: IJB checking boreholes in the 
burning areas (the coal seam below 
was on fire).

(I.J.Brown Collection)

Fig. 7: View of the 
conventional opencast in 
2012. The piling holds back 
the surface water.

(Sakari Resources Ltd)
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Ivor Brown has covered the history 
of the mining activities of the 
Botfield family and the successor 
businesses in earlier issues of Below! 
He suggested that an outline of the 
railway developments supporting the 
business may be of interest.

In 1790 Thomas Botfield was 
appointed manager of the Old Park 
estate by Isaac Hawkins Browne who 
wished to develop the mineral assets 
of the 1,200 acre estate and built 
three blast furnaces at Old Park (GR 
36933095) with a fourth in 1801. 
Additionally puddling furnaces, a 
forge and rolling mill were erected at 
Old Park by 1801 and pits were sunk 
to supply the works with coal and 
ironstone, all close to the Shropshire 
tub boat canal (opened in sections 
between 1790 and 1792) and the 
private Ketley canal (opened earlier). 

Thomas was succeeded by his sons 
and grandsons in developing the 
business and leases and acquisitions 
by the family followed, in 1811 
the 487 acre Stirchley Hall and 
Grange Estates, were leased from 
I. H. Browne, in 1813 the Botfields 
leased the Old Park estate previously 
managed by them, in 1814 they 
leased 72 acres at Dark Lane which 
was purchased outright by the 
Botfields in 1825 and in 1824 they 
bought Hinksay Farm and acquired 
a large interest in the Langley Field 
estate, the balance of which was 
bought in 1857.

Railroads and tramways
It is unclear when the first railways 
were built; Baugh’s map of 
Shropshire of 1809, the 1814 OS and 
Greenwood’s map of 1827 show the 
canals but nothing of the railways 
although other systems are mapped. 
However the ‘Old Park Furnaces 
Journal’ details monthly accounts 
and those examined for 1824-25 to 
1826-27, show rails cast at Old Park 
supplied to Old Park Colliery and 
Stirchley Colliery (both of which 
covered numerous pits). Almost 
every month ‘common’ rails, small 
rails [underground use?] curved rails, 
partings [occasionally] and sleepers 

The Railways of the Botfield Coal and Iron Business and their 
Successors, Paul Teather

are supplied in volumes between 20 
and 300 common rails and associated 
sleepers per month to both collieries 
except during the period June 
1826 to March 1827 when reduced 
activity clearly curtailed extension 
and replacement work. A typical 
monthly demand from Stirchley 
Colliery is 229 common rails, 24 
curved rails and 14 sleepers between 
20th June 1824 and 18th July 1824 
at £93/1/0. A single demand from 
Stirchley Furnaces is recorded for 
296 common rails and 133 sleepers 
between the 5th December 1824 and 
2nd January 1825 probably reflecting 
the building of the furnaces. These 
were all plateway rails.

Some clarity appears with the OS 
map published on the 1st January 
1833 which shows a ‘Rail Road’ 
running south from a group of pits 
[Wharf Colliery] at GR 37003081 
south roughly parallel to the 
Shropshire Canal to New Row (later 
Hinkshay Row) where it met what 
appears to be a tramway running 
north from Stirchley Forge, north 
westwards and then curving north 
east by [Moor Farm Colliery] and 
[Little Eyton Colliery] and through 
the heavily mined Old Park estate to 
Old Park Furnace. A branch left this 
route westwards to pits at Dawley 
Bank. As rail roads and roads are 
drawn the same it is difficult to 
interpret the map but it would appear 
that other extensive routes were 
present and these are shown on the 
sketch map.

The ‘Annual Accounts’ for 1838 
to 1852 give little information on 
railway activity, all being included 
under the heading “Roads and 
Railways” in the balance sheet but 
the ‘Stirchley and Hinksay Furnaces 
Wages Accounts’ give tantalising 
details so it is clear the system 
continued to develop and serve all 
parts of the business, for example:
-  month ended 14th September 

1844 “Taking up rail roads at 
Hinkshay”

-  month ending 15th July 1848 
“Making a new rail road from 
Randlay brick kiln” 

-  month ended 9th September 1848 
“Building arching over railroad at 
Dark Lane”

The failure to agree a new lease of 
the Old Park and Stirchley estates 
led to the break-up of the business, 
the leased estates reverting to the 
landowner, the purchased estates 
staying with the Botfields. After 
passing through the owners detailed 
by Ivor the remaining parts came 
back under single ownership in 1886 
under the Haybridge Iron Co Ltd. 

The Inventory of the part reverting to 
the landowners dated the 24th March 
1856 survives and under the section 
headed RAILROADS lists:

- 99 single road rails or troughs at 
crossings

- 10,276 6 foot angle rails 
(followed by a cypher showing a 
plate rail)

- 10,246 4 foot angle rails (ditto)
- 1540 curve angle rails
- 9385 cast iron sleepers for road
- 13 cast guide plates about the 

furnaces
- 28 wrought iron sleepers to 

railroad
- 4 wrought partings
- 26 wrought iron rails
- sundry old pipes underneath 

railroad for waterways
- 2 wrought iron Doors and Gates 

on the estate in walls (which 
explains many earlier references 
to labour costs for locking and 
unlocking gates, probably some 
form of control was exercised)

- Wood bridges carrying the 
railroad over canal etc.

Taking the detail above close to 10 
miles of plateway existed on the 
leased area and with further mileage 
on the freehold area maybe some 15 
miles of plateway (likely of narrow 
gauge) existed on the surface.
Additionally underground railroads 
are detailed for COLLIERIES, 
generally showing a mix of wrought 
and cast iron 5 foot rails, cast iron 
curves and sleepers, turnouts and 
plates.
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It is unclear how the two businesses 
worked or separated the single 
tramway network during the period 
after 1856.

Standard gauge railways
The need for radical change occurred 
when the London & North Western 
Railway (LNWR) purchased the 
Shropshire Canal, to which the 
tramway network intimately linked, 
closed it and used the route to 
construct the Coalport branch which 
opened on the 17th June 1861. 

The lengthy tramway network was 
replaced in the main with a new 
network of standard gauge sidings 
linked directly to the LNWR. At 
present no detail is available as 
to when this occurred, but a plan 
attached to the Prospectus for the 
Wellington Coal & Iron Co Ltd 
(dated about 1873, see above) shows 
a “Private Branch Railway” running 
south west from “Pits” [Spout 
Colliery] passing further “Pits” 
[Lodge Colliery] to join the LNWR 

Coalport Branch at Hinksay where a 
line continued over the LNWR (the 
bridge is not shown on the sketch 
although the earlier tramway bridged 
the canal and the bridge is shown 
on the OS of 1882)  to meet the 
line from Hollinswood to Old Park 
(nee Stirchley) Furnaces, labelled as 
“GWR Old Park Branch” which also 
passed the brickworks at Randlay [it 
has not yet been determined when 
the GWR line was constructed]. 
The line then continued south east 

The Railways of the Botfield Coal and Iron Business and their 
Successors, continued ...
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to Grange Colliery. It is likely the 
“Private Branch Railway” had been 
built by the Old Park Iron Co.

Additionally in 1873 the Wellington 
Iron & Coal Co Ltd was using at 
least one locomotive and the 1882 
OS shows the surface plateway 
system replaced in the main by a 
standard gauge system connected 
to both the LNWR and the GWR 
extending from the 1873 plan.

Some parts of the original tramway 
remained in use, one small network 
serving Dark Lane Foundry, Little 
Dark Lane, Old Dark Lane and Lawn 
Collieries connecting to a loading 
dock on the LNWR at Malinslee 
and one connecting Langley Field 
Colliery, Hinkshay Brick Works to 
an exchange siding on the LNWR 
north of Stirchley Station.

The 1902 OS shows the standard 
gauge network with some changes, 
the complex of line at the closed 
Stirchley Furnaces now lifted apart 
from through lines, the branch 
to Wood Colliery lifted but new 
branches to Lawn and Pudley Hill 
Collieries had been laid along the 
routes of pre 1882 tramways. Both 
of the tramway remnants that had 
survived in 1882 had been removed.

The ironworks bought by the 
Haybridge Iron Co Ltd were old 
and the pits close to being worked 
out, the original Old Park Ironworks 
and many of the associated coal and 
ironstone pits having closed earlier, 
probably about 1850, the process 
continuing until finally Lawn Pit was 
closed in July 1908.

Locomotives
Information on how the railways 
were worked remains vaguer than 
the route detail. The early tramroads 
would have been horse worked and 
what is “known” of the standard 
gauge locomotives is:

- an advertisement in The Engineer 
of the 14th March 1873 “wanted, 
secondhand standard gauge 12 
inch four wheeled coupled tank 
locomotive, Old Park Iron Co, 
near Shifnal”

- the Hunslet Engine Co Ltd 
records note WELLINGTON, 
works number 101, ordered by 
the Wellington Iron & Coal Co 
Ltd and despatched on the 8th 
September 1873. The locomotive 
had 12” by 18” cylinders and 3ft 
1in coupled wheels

- an advertisement in the Colliery 
Guardian of the 22nd September 
1873 “sale at Old Park Ironworks, 
Shifnal, Salop order of Wellington 
Iron & Coal Co Ltd – two 
standard gauge 4-wheeled tank 
locomotives”. The possibility 
is that these two locomotives 
originated with the Old Park Iron 
Co Ltd.

- in the Colliery Guardian of 
the 2nd October 1874, the 
Wellington Iron & Coal Co Ltd 
was advertising for a “secondhand 
4-wheeled standard gauge 
locomotive with 12” outside 
cylinders, wheelbase not over 6ft 
6”, weight not over 17ton 10 cwt”

- Williams writing in the 
Shropshire Magazine in 1966 
adds some further aspects based 
on interviews with old employees 
in the 1940s and 1950s who 
remembered taking food to their 
fathers in the 1870s-1880s.

 He notes “the second locomotive 
[after the Hunslet] was supplied 
by Hughes & Co.” and notes 
elderly residents remember “the 
locos were named ARNOLD 
and DONALD…eventually one 
engine was constructed of the two 
and went into operation with both 
name plates affixed. These locos 
frequently left the rails, had no 
protection for the operators.”

- the 1977 Industrial Railway 
Society handbook notes there 
were believed to have been two 
locomotives, unidentified, but 
named PHOENIX and DONALD

- the records of the Peckett & 
Sons Ltd note the Stirchley Iron 
Co Ltd (sic) ordered an outside 
cylindered four coupled saddle 
tank locomotive, works number 
947, despatched to Hollinswood 
in April 1903. It was however 
returned to Peckett in 1904

Much work on mining the extensive 
Botfield archive in Manchester 
remains but although details are 
emerging a meaningful picture of 
the development and extent of the 
tramways and standard gauge lines 
has not yet been painted.

The Railways of the Botfield Coal and Iron Business and their 
Successors, continued ...

Correction Artesian Well
It is now known that the Artesian 
borehole mentioned in the last issue 
of Below was in Leegomery NOT 
Admaston.

Also, the person shown in the 
photograph was not the owner of the 
site. Further information has been 
obtained about the hole.

It was apparently later re-drilled 
from outside the concrete base to 
intersect the original hole at the point 
where the water broke through the 
clay. This was then filled with pre-
mixed grout and “hardstop” and the 
hole was sealed.

The “chimney” could then be  
removed.

Richard Budge
The late Richard Budge of RJB 
Mining was a regular visitor to 
Telford in the 1970s. The Budge 
Company were mainly a highway 
construction company about 1970, 
but as part of a couple of jobs they 
had to remove coal from new road 
routes in the Northeast. The ground 
then had to be compacted. In about 
1972 the NCB and TDC needed a 
contractor who had this experience 
and so Budge was offered the Clares 
Lane and Old Park contract in 
Telford. These jobs were the start of 
the Companies experience of large 
opencast sites and their coaling 
history. 

Richard reminded IJB of his 
Shropshire work whenever they 
subsequently met.

News Round-Up 2, Ivor Brown
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What the Papers Said - “Wellington Journal & Shrewsbury News”

SeriouS Colliery ACCident

At St. GeorGe’S
A colliery accident fraught with appalling possibilities, and 
in which seven men miraculously escaped almost instant 
death occurred at the Lilleshall Company’s Woodhouse 
Pit, St. George’s early on Wednesday morning. There were 
two shafts at the colliery, which is equipped in the most 
modern manner, every precaution having been taken to 
ensure the safety of the miners and satisfactory working 
in every way, but on the present occasion an apparently 
inexplicable contretemps occurred. Between five and six 
o’clock the seven men referred to were being taken down 
one of the shafts for the day “shift” in the usual way, but 
when the cage had travelled some distance it swiftly fell 
nearly to the bottom. It then rapidly rose for a number of 
yards and became fixed in the shaft. Three of the occupants 
were thrown out owing to the opening of the gate of the 
cage, but the others remained imprisoned in it for over 
four hours. The dislocation of the winding gear smashed 
portions of the roof, sides and front of the engine-house, 
but the driver came out of the debris unscathed.

Rumours of the most tragic description were swiftly 
circulated throughout the village and contiguous place, the 
worst of them being that all the occupants of the ill-fated 
cage had been killed, and before many minutes had elapsed, 
crowds of inquiring and sympathising people assembled on 
the scene, the  consternation and painful apprehension being 
all the more increased by the fact that it was not positively 
known who were the actual occupants of the cage.

The principal officials, including Mr. John Greene (chief 
colliery manager), Mr. E.A.Hand (under manager of 
the Grange Pit), Mr. W.Atkinson (mechanical engineer) 
together with an efficient contingent of the ambulance 
section and other willing workers, were quickly on the spot 
rendering all the help they could, and Dr. McCarthy and Dr. 
Pearson (his assistant) were equally prompt in attendance 
after telephonic notification of the regrettable affair.

These two medical gentlemen accompanied others down an 
adjoining shaft from which a long and winding “pathway” 
leads to the shaft at the bottom of which three of the men 
were resting. Their injuries proved to be comparatively slight. 
These were dressed by the doctors, and then the men were 
conveyed to the top, and at once removed in the Company’s 
ambulance-car to the Cottage Hospital for further treatment 
there if desired. This had a somewhat reassuring effect upon 
the assembled people, not a few of whom concentrated 
poignant thoughts upon the four men forcibly confined 
to the cage. After they had remained suspended in the cold 
and desolate shaft for quite four hours, Mr. James Tudor 
(foreman sinker) was lowered down it on strong hempen 
rope to the place where the cage had lodged. Here he was 
able to identify the men, and to make the joyous discovery 
that although two or three of them had received very ugly 
wounds, yet all were alive. It required much patient and 

ingenious manouvering to get them to the bottom, but 
this was accomplished without further mishap. They, too, 
were surgically treated, taken up the other shaft, and later 
driven to the hospital for additional attention. Here two 
of the cases were found to be of exceptional seriousness.

The names of the men were:- William Overton, New 
Street, St. George’s; James Norton, Granville Street, St. 
George’s; Harry Groom, Ketley (the three thrown from 
the cage); Harry Williams, West Street, St. George’s; John 
Simpson, Short Row, Snedshill; Thomas Ratcliffe, Nabb, 
St. George’s; and Isaiah Williams, Snow Hill, St. George’s. 
They are married men. John Simpson received a fractured 
skull, Harry Williams a fractured thigh and crushed foot, 
and Isaiah Williams and Harry Groom also suffered badly.

One conspicuously bright feature of the episode is that 
the medical and ambulance work was so complete. Dr. 
MaCarthy has probably had more experience of colliery 
accidents than any other medical man in the county, and 
he and his assistant are deserving of the highest praise for 
the skill and alacrity they displayed on the present occasion. 
The ambulance-men are also to be congratulated upon all 
they did, the capable way in which they discharged their 
duties testifying to the admirable training they had received. 
The officials and others who gave any assistance are certain 
to be remembered with gratitude by the injured men and 
their respective families, while the kindly forethought of 
the Lilleshall Company is and will be memorialised in 
the existence of the Cottage Hospital. Mr. McKinley’s 
introduction of the motor ambulance-car on their behalf 
is a further evidence of their regard for their employees.

During the day Superintendant J.Fulcher and a number of 
the Shropshire Constabulary were present, and rendered 
help in many ways.

The engineering and colliery staff (it is stated) as soon as 
the rescue work was over on Wednesday, commenced to 
repair the damage caused by the accident. A new rope was 
put on, and the work was so far in progress, that work was 
commenced again yesterday (Friday) and coal again raised.

During the rescuing operations on Wednesday, Mrs. 
McCarthy, with her usual consideration, sent a good supply 
of sandwiches and other refreshments for the men engaged 
in the work, and her kindness was very much appreciated.

It was yesterday stated that three of the injured men had 
been removed to their homes; and of the four remaining in 
the hospital two were in rather critical conditions, although 
the doctors are hopeful of complete recovery.

When the exaggerated reports were first circulated they 
created suspense and anxiety which can be compared only 
with that caused at the great calamity at the Lodge Road 
Pit (Donnington Wood Colliery) on Sept. 11, 1875, when 
11 men unfortunately lost their lives.

8th July 1916
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Books, Events and News Round-Up 3

Colliery Bands
Recent notices in 
Shropshire advertise 
the appearance of Ifton 
Colliery Band - some 50 
years after the closure of 
the pit. It is surprising how 
long these bands survive.

In Yorkshire there are 
still a number of “colliery 
bands” doing very well, 
Grimethorpe & Frickley 
for example and some are 
surviving, but not in the 
top league - for example 
Newmarket Colliery Band. 

Closer to home Highley 
Colliery Band is also still 
very active.

Highley Colliery Band performing at the 
“Alverley Mining Days” 2nd-3rd July 2016.

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Award Winning Club 
Account 28

Aerial Ropeways of Shropshire - 
Account 28 by Mike Shaw, David 
Poyner and Robert Evans, has just 
been published and is now available.

It has taken quite some time to 
produce - mainly because new 
material was constantly being 
found. For example it wasn’t until 
a Christmas walk in 2015 stumbled 
upon a concrete ropeway pylon base 
high on the hill above Perkins Beach, 
that the route of the Perkins Beach 
ropeway could be pinned down!

The book is divided into 2 sections: 
Part 1 - East Shropshire, covers 
the coal mine ropeways of Catherton 
Common, Bayton, Billingsley 
and Alverley plus the ropeway at 
Cosford Waterworks and some minor 
ropeways around the county.
Part 2 - West Shropshire, covers 
the ropeways from the Bog and 
Huglith mines to Malehurst Mill near 
Pontesbury. It brings together a lot of 
the fieldwork and research that Club 
members have done over the past 10 
to 12 years while ‘tracing’ the routes 
of these ropeways.

A4 with soft covers, 68 pages 
and numerous photographs, both 
historical and modern, it has proved 
a big hit with those that have seen it.
Retail price £12+p&p.

Club members are entitled to a 
special discounted price.

Descending a Shaft in the 1830s
Submitted by Ivor Brown

Joseph Prestwich visited the Coalbrookdale Coalfield in the 1830s to collect 
minerals and fossils. He returned to his accommodation:

“night after night with my bag full. The pits were not large nor were they very 
deep, from 150 to 500 ft. was the general run. Descending them, however, was 
often a rough task. Sometime we descended on trays, at other times we stood on 
the platform at the top. A chain loop attached to the main rope was handed to 
each man, through which he placed a leg. At a given signal the rope was drawn up 
a few feet, when we all (generally there were seven or eight men) swung together 
like so many herrings at the end of a bunch, and then holding on to one another 
we were let down to the bottom. Sometimes the descent was in an upcast shaft 
which would be full of smoke and like descending a chimney - in the manner in 
which kippers are produced”.

From “Life and Letters of Sir Jospeh Prestwich”, published 1894.

International Early Engines Conference 
11th-13th May 2017

At the Ironworks Centre, Elsecar, South Yorkshire. The purpose of the 
conference is to provide a forum for presentation and discussion of new 
research into heat engines prior to 1810.

A total of 18 papers, each of thirty minutes duration are scheduled for the 
conference, together with excursions to local engine houses and related 
locations. It is intended that booking arrangements will go live in September 
this year.            Steve Grudgings
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Events and Videos

more details at:
www.iarecordings.org

During the 2007 NAMHO 
Conference at Morwellham Quay the 
organisers arranged special visits to 
many mines in Devon and Cornwall 
and this Compilation features some 
of them. A group of Club members 
spent the following week exploring 
more Cornish mines and many visits 
are featured here.

Locations visited include:
Morwellham Quay including a brief 
look at George & Charlotte copper 
mine. Excelsior tunnel, followed by 
a guided surface tour of the superbly 
preserved Kelly mine including the 
dressing mill, and explore various 
levels of Great Rock shiny ore mine 
underground.

In Cornwall we visit the excellent 
Blue Hills Tin Streams, take a stroll 
round the St. Agnes area, attend a 
specially arranged visit to Wheal 
Peevor before it was opened to the 
public, re-visit the always interesting 
Taylor’s shaft and Michell’s shaft 
National Trust preserved Cornish 
engines in Pool and examine mines 
of the Basset sett after conservation 
for the UNESCO world heritage 
site (West Basset and Wheal Basset 
stamps and Marriott’s shaft).

A look round the splendid King 
Edward dressing mill is followed by 
a visit to nearby Wheal Grenville 
stamps, then we have a quick look at 
a variety of sites: Brea tin streaming 
works, South Crofty’s New Roskear 

shaft, the Red River near Roscroggan 
and the Cornish Gold Centre 
(containing the unique Tolgus tin 
streaming works). Afterwards, we 
stop briefly at St.Euny’s churchyard 
to contemplate the many miner’s 
gravestones.

An invitation from Mark Kaczmarek 
gave a welcome opportunity to re-
visit the Camborne School of Mines 
(CSM) test mine.

A walk round the buildings at 
Botallack on a fine sunny day is 
followed by a visit to Geevor tin 
mine, where we were very privileged 
to be allowed to climb down 79 
metres of ladders in Victory shaft to 
Deep Adit level and explore it inland 
to a dammed connection with the 
flooded neighbour Levant mine, then 
out along the long winding level to 
the exit in the Trewellard cliffs.

Finally we see that the engine houses 
of Wheal Trewavas near Rinsey cove 
are just as impressive as Botallack, 
after which we move to Bodmin and 
mines around Caradon Hill: South 
Phoenix, Phoenix United and Wheal 
Jenkin near Minions, then end at the 
extensive remains of South Caradon 
copper mine.

Running Time: 2 hours 6 minutes
Price £ 14.40 - DVD (Full-feature)

Available at Club meetings or online

‘MonGSt More MineS ,  CoMpilAtion 52

Convex buddle, King Edward 
dressing mill.       (taken from the video)

Part of 12-head Cornish stamps, Blue 
Hills Tin Streams.

The engine houses at Botallack.

The Western engine house on Old 
Engine shaft, Trewavas.

Most of the books mentioned in 
Below are available from Mike 
Moore at Club meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

Cornwall’s Fuse Works 
1831-1961
Author: Diane Hodnett,
Hardback, (limited to 100 copies) 
240 pp, £28.00 and Softback £20.00

This is the story of the invention of 
the safety fuse by William Bickford, 
the history of Bickford Smith. The 
company he founded which was a 
world leader in the production of 
safety fuse and the story of the other 
works which produced the product 
in Cornwall. Has Black and White , 
Colour Photos, plans and diagrams 
it’s an excellent read and full of 
information and as you would expect 
from the Author very well researched

The book makes an excellent 
companion to Bryan Earl’s Cornish 
Explosives, which is still available at 
a bargain price of £14.99.

Called Home The Dartmoor 
Tin Miner 1860-1940 
Photographs & Memory
Author: Tom Greeves, Hardback 
with DJ, 160 pages, 166 illustrations.

This book is the product of two 
core elements – first, photographs 
taken between 1860 and 1940 of 
the last days of Dartmoor’s high 
moorland tin industry and, secondly, 
recollections of those days from the 
people of Dartmoor themselves.

Both components have been gathered 
by Tom Greeves since about 1970, 
involving countless conversations, 
correspondence and journeys, 
even to America. Three important 
mines are the focus of this book 
– Hexworthy, Vitifer and Golden 
Dagger. Unique images of people 
and machinery bring to life the sites 
that have now been reclaimed by the 
moor, and the voices of those once 
involved in Dartmoor’s pre-eminent 
industry are heard again.

Cost £16.00 plus £2.80 P&P

http://www.moorebooks.co.uk/
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Diary Dates 2016Club Officers
(May change at the October AGM)

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

28th-31st October: 32nd SUICRO 
Symposium, Ballyvaughan, Co. 
Clare.

18th-20th November: Explore 2016, 
Expedition Planning Seminar, Royal 
Geographical Society, London.

19th November: MCR 80th 
anniversary celebrations and JRat’s 
Digging Award evening, 7:30pm, 
Priddy Village Hall.

3rd December: Cave Cine Archive 
film show. 7:30pm at Wells and 
Mendip Museum.

2017
11th-13th May: International 
Early Engines Conference. At the 
Ironworks Centre, Elsecar, South 
Yorkshire. 

9th-11th June: BCA Party Weekend, 
Rotary Centre, Castleton.

24th-25th June: NAMHO 
Conference, Godstone, Surrey.

23rd-30th July: 17th International 
Congress of Speleology, Penrith, 
Western Sydney, Australia.

September: Hidden Earth, National 
Caving Conference, details yet to be 
announced.

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice Chair: Gareth Rushton

Secretary:  Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Conservation: David Poyner

NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Membership, BCA Rep & 
Insurance: Mike Davies 

Tackle:  Andy Harris

Training Officer:
Andrew Wood

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

‘Below’ Editor, Publications: 
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

You’re looking pleased!

Yup!, Succesfully 

tested my latest 

brain-wave ...

Welly-taps! *

No need to walk in soggy 
wellies ever again!

*Patent pending
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